Figure S3  Tandem LC-MS fails to detect 5-hmdC in *Arabidopsis* genomic DNA. (A) dC, 5-mdC, and 5-hmdC levels in genomic DNA from *Arabidopsis* seedling tissues. dC and 5-mdC levels hold similar ratios to each other in all four tissues assayed, but none of the tissues show a 5-hmdC peak. (B) dC, 5-mdC, and 5-hmdC levels in synthetic DNA controls. (C) dC, 5-mdC, and 5-hmdC levels in source nucleotide samples. 5-hmdC nucleotides show a sizeable amount of dC signal. For peaks that go above the top of the intensity scale, the number label indicates the actual height of the peak. Retention time unit is minutes.